
 A Naval Academy Grads Letter to Admiral Miller  

Please take the time to read a very thoughtful letter written by a retired Marine to the 
Superintendent of the Naval Academy subsequent to his 55-year reunion at the Academy.  As 
you can see Bill wasn't excited about what the Admiral said about politically correct 
accommodation at the new "diverse" Academy.  Maybe it is just the "old guys" but most in his 
class seemed to feel the same.  It was a great reunion, though 55 years has been a long time! 

 Vice Admiral Michael H. Miller 

Superintendent 

U.S. Naval Academy 

121 Blake Road 

Annapolis, MD 21402  

Dear Admiral Miller,  

I was in attendance at the briefing you gave to the Class of '58 in Mahan Hall on the afternoon of 
April 26th. Let me first say that you are obviously a very skilled presenter and certainly know 
how to engage an audience.  Most of us alumni have a very genuine love for our time at the 
Naval Academy , and are most grateful for the role the faculty and staff played in preparing us 
for the officer corps of our nation's armed forces. A significant percentage of my class made the 
Navy, Marine Corps or Air Force a career commitment (including myself, retired Marine.) With 
these things said, I'd like to get to the main point of why I am taking the time to write this letter. 
There have been too many bad things happening in the military of late, and unfortunately, the 
Academy mirrors this. I am concerned about the message that the present over-emphasis on 
military social engineering sends to the public, and how the Naval Academy is perceived as the 
result. Many individuals and families find these policies inconsistent with their values, and 
consequently would not encourage their family or acquaintances to join today's Brigade of 
Midshipmen.  

The cult of diversity has undermined the proper focus on mission accomplishment. Most of us 
who have actually fought in the trenches in wartime don't really care what race, creed or color 
our comrades-in-arms are. When we call for support in a danger close situation we simply want 
the best qualified decision-makers in place to be dropping the bombs, firing the missiles or 
lobbing artillery our way. I don't see how relaxed admissions and retention standards for 
minorities (or anyone else) at the premier officer training university in the country, does 
anything to foster confidence that we will have that first team in place when faced with life and 
death situations.  

Women are wonderful human beings, however, no matter what laws, executive orders or 
directives are passed, the sexes will never be equal. (No man is capable of birthing a child.) Let 
us not forget that there is a natural phenomenon between men and women that cannot be 
ignored. The introduction of women into close, intimate, stressful and dangerous situations for 
extended periods of time has a price. Not infrequently there are battlefield conditions that 



equire extraordinary physical strength and exertion. It is an incontrovertible physiological fact 
that very few women measure up to their male counterparts in this important combat 
requirement. Women are as capable as men in performing many military support functions. It is 
in these non-combat areas where we should utilize their irrefutable capabilities.  

Last but not least, the reality of an openly gay Naval Academy is mind-boggling. My friend, John 
Ripley, is probably rolling over in his grave. Again, there are many environments where gays can 
function effectively and with minimal impact on the social fabric around them. But, the military 
is not one of them. A submarine or battlefield is not IBM or Wal-Mart or the NBA. War-fighting 
is serious business. The military can ill-afford the extra burden and tensions of accommodating 
the openly gay lifestyle.  

Trying to force these changes is already costing the military billions of extra dollars annually. 
Maintenance of good order and discipline is challenged. The impact on unit readiness is already 
being felt.. As these social engineering efforts are more fully implemented, the concomitant 
costs will only escalate. Our politicians are either incredibly naive, willing to buy votes at any 
cost, or are purposely taking actions to degrade the finest military force the world has ever seen. 
The ineffective resistance to these ill-conceived policies by our top military leadership has also 
been disappointing.  

The naval service is not about looking sharp, shuffling papers or making people feel good. It is 
primarily about accomplishing the mission and winning wars. If we don't get our national 
priorities straight and our military doesn't get re-focused, our armed forces may score high in 
political correctness, but will continue to get their butts kicked in far off places. It is going to 
take courageous, intelligent and ethical leadership to right this ship.  

Admiral, I realize you are saddled with the dictates of your superiors. We have all had to hold 
our tongues and say, aye, aye sir.  However, there are times when the very integrity and future 
viability of the institution are threatened, that the situation merits reasoned, but firm push-
back. I am taking the time to tell you how a lot of us alumni feel about what is going on in the 
military and at the Academy. It is getting increasingly difficult to enthusiastically support even a 
revered establishment we believe is implementing wrong policies. My hope is that, even if you 
don't agree with everything I have said, at least it will provide some useful insight and pause for 
reflection.  

Sincerely,  

Bill Hemingway 

58 is Great! 

  

 
 

  

  



  


